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Abstract 
Flexible forming technology provides significant application potential in various areas of manufacturing, particularly at a 
miniaturized level. Simplicity, versatility of process and feasibility of prototyping makes forming techniques by using flexible tools 
suitable for micro sheet metal forming. This paper reports the results of FE simulation and experimental research on micro deep 
drawing processes of stainless steel 304 sheets utilising a flexible die. The study presents a novel technique in which an initial gap 
(positive or negative) is adopted between an adjustment ring and a blank holder employed in the developed forming system. The 
blank holder is moveable part and supported by a particular spring that provides the required holding force. The forming parameters 
(anisotropy of SS 304 material, initial gap, friction conditions at various contact interfaces and initial sheet thickness) related with the 
forming process are in details investigated. The FE models are built using the commercial code Abaqus/Standard. The numerical 
predictions reveal the capability of the proposed technique on producing micro metallic cups with high quality and large aspect ratio. 
To verify these results, number of micro deep drawing experiments is conducted using a special set up developed for this purpose. As 
providing a fundamental understanding is required for the commercial development of this novel forming technique, hence the 
optimization of the initial gap in accordance with each sheet thickness, thickness distribution and punch force/stroke relationship are 
detected. 
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1. Introduction 
Remarkable development in micro forming technology and relevant industries has been noticed through the last decade, 
mainly due to the increasing demand on high quality portable electronics and other mini/micro devices [1-5]. This 
demand has remarkably attracted a great attention from researchers [5-7]. Owing to provide fundamental understanding 
of the micro forming technology, substantial research activities have therefore been published during the last decade [2, 
8]. Several significant potential advantages can be gained from using flexible tools in sheet metal forming processes; 
such as low-production cost, eliminating alignment difficulties, producing complex-shaped parts. The workpieces taken 
from pre-polished or painted sheet metals can be formed without using any protective coating as they. These issues 
make flexible forming technology very appropriate for micro sheet metal forming [6, 9, 10].  
To clarify the essential fundamental characteristics of this technology, several research studies have been 
conducted. Quadrini et al. [11] investigated flexible forming process of thin aluminium alloy sheets to produce simple 
shapes. Different rubber materials were used for the forming tools. It was found that the harder rubber pad improved the 
drawability of the blank material. Peng et al. [12] presented an experimental and numerical investigations on micro sheet 
metal forming of stainless steel foil using a soft punch. The effects of the process parameters of sheet grain size, rubber 
hardness and friction coefficients were also investigated. Dirikolu and Akdemir [13] established a 3D finite element (FE) 
model for flexible forming process of sheet metal. The rubber hardness and blank material properties were the main 
parameters in this work. As a result, it was shown that the FE method was effective tool in process design. Ramezani et 
al. [9] optimized theoretical approaches that can be used to simulate the static and kinetic friction at the blank and its 
interfaces in rubber-pad forming process. Their study showed that the use of the static friction model resulted in highly 
accurate predictions for the punch load while the kinetic friction model provided good results at higher forming 
velocities. A novel microscale laser dynamic flexible forming (µLDFF) technique is presented by Wang at el. [14]. 
Numerical simulations and experiments were carried out to investigate the key process parameters. The results showed 
that the deformation depth of the thin metal sheets decreases with the increase in the thickness of the soft punch. Also, it 
was found that increasing the laser pulse energy resulted in an increase in the deformation depth of formed workpiece.   
Recently, the experience-based knowledge of the micro-forming process parameters is not sufficient, 
particularly when flexible tools are utilised, thus more investigations and improvements on this technology are 
imperatively needed [12]. In this paper, micro deep drawing of stainless steel (SS304) foil using a polyurethane rubber 
flexible forming pad, 63 Shore A hardness, is evaluated through experiments and numerical simulation. The foil work-
pieces used in the experiments were each 10mm in diameter and with varying thickness as follows: 60, 100 and 150 
micron. The numerical simulation was achieved using finite element analysis (FEA) model, built using the commercial 
code Abaqus/Standard. The main purpose of this study was to demonstrate the influence of blank material anisotropy, 
initial blank thickness, initial gap, and friction coefficient on the forming process. The experimental results show a good 
correlation with that obtained from the numerical simulations, in terms of geometrical aspects of the final products, 
thickness distributions and punch load-travel relationships. 
  
2. Experimental Methodology 
2.1 Characterization of material behaviour 
Stainless steel 304 is used widely in various industrial applications, especially in the manufacture of micro device 
components. Therefore, the workpieces used in this study are intended from SS304 sheets with 60 µm, 100 µm and    
150 µm in thickness. In order to evaluate the effect of the anisotropic behaviour (due to the rolling operation), dogbone-
shaped specimens are cut along rolling, diagonal (45˚) and transverse directions from each thickness. The dimensions 
for the testing specimens are determined from the ASTM E8 standard as shown in Figure 1b.The tensile tests are 
performed using an Instron 5969 machine with 50kN load cell with velocity of 0.1 m/sec. A non-contacting advanced 
video extensometer (FOV 200mm) is utilized for measuring the longitudinal and transverse strains of the sheet 
specimens during the tensile test. Figure 1a presents the stress-strain relationships obtained of the tensile tests for the 
SS304 foils with the thicknesses 60, 100 and 150µm at rolling direction. The mechanical properties of SS 304 sheets are 
listed in Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference., which generally agree with the results obtained by Soatome [5]. 
 
Table 1. Mechanical properties of SS304 foils 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. (a) Engineering stress-strain relationships along rolling direction (b) Tensile test sample  
2.2 Compression Tests of Rubber Material 
In order to define rubber material behaviour in the FE model, the mechanical properties obtained from uniaxial and 
volumetric compression tests are utilized. The hyperelastic coefficients of the rubber 63A material were obtained via the 
uniaxial compression test carried out in accordance to the ASTM D575 standard. Sandpaper sheets were placed at 
specimen and machine platens interfaces to resist lateral slippage of the rubber surfaces, as in Figure 2b. The 
engineering stress-strain relationship obtained from the uniaxial compression test can be seen in Figure 2a. Regarding 
the material compressibility factor (D1), a volumetric compression test is achieved here using the device illustrated in 
Figure 3a. The very small clearance is to ensure that the rubber specimen used will be restricted perfectly and there is 
no space for the rubber to extrude through during the test [15]. The relationship between pressure and volume ratio that 
is obtained from the volumetric compression test is illustrated in Figure 3b. The results of the uniaxial and volumetric 
compression tests mentioned above were used as input data in the code ABAQUS/Standard to obtain the material 
coefficients of rubber 63A shown in Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference..  
 
Table 2. Mechanical properties of rubber 63 Shore A hardness 
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Figure 2. (a) Engineering stress strain relationship for the uniaxial compression test (b) Uniaxial compression test 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. (a) Volume ratio-pressure relationship of rubber 63A (b) Scheme of the volumetric compression device 
3. Material Models Used in FEM Simulation 
3.1 Anisotropy of Stainless Steel 304 Foil 
As previously mentioned, in this study FE simulations of the SS304 foil micro deep drawing process were carried out 
using the commercial software Abaqus/Standard. An elastic-plastic model was used to define SS304 foil behaviour in 
the FEA simulation. In this model, four-node doubly curved thin or thick shell, reduced integration, hourglass control 
elements (S4R) were used for the foil metal as illustrated in Figure 4. The plastic anisotropy is introduced by using 
Hill’s criterion. 
 
where F, G, H, L, M and N are material constants obtained from test tensile in different orientations and σij refers to the 
stress components [16].  These constants are defined as: 
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where R11, R22, R33, R12, R13 and R23 are anisotropic yield stress ratios. In sheet metal forming, the plane stress 
conditions are adopted, and then just four stress ratios (R11, R22, R33 and R12) are taken into account [17]. Within the FE 
code Abaqus, the anisotropic yield stress ratios are expressed in terms of width to thickness strain ratios.  
where r0, r45 and r90 are width strain to thickness strain ratios of the work-piece material along the rolling, diagonal 
(θ=45˚) and transverse (θ=90˚) directions respectively. The above equations are adopted to calculate the (r) and (R) 
values for the SS 304 sheets employed in the current work, as shown in Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference.. 
 
Table 3. Anisotropic plastic strain ratios 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2 Hyper-elastic Model for Rubber Pad Material 
The rubber material used for the flexible die is characterised by a nonlinear stress-strain relation for large deformation, 
as well as it is nearly incompressible through the volumetric compression test. Therefore, the Mooney-Rivlin hyper-
elastic model can be presented to describe this behaviour. Since, the total strain energy of any homogenous and 
isotropic material is composed from three strain invariants, the strain energy form of Mooney-Rivlin is: 
W=C10 (Ī1-3) + C01 (Ī2-3) + (J-1)/D1 
where W is the strain energy per unit of volume, Ī1 and Ī2 are the strain invariants, J is volume change. C10 and C01 
describe hyperelastic rubber deformation, and D1 indicates the material compressibility [9].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Simulation model of micro deep drawing process 
For the rubber pad, eight-node linear brick, constant pressure, reduced integration, hourglass elements (C3D8RH) 
were utilized and the other parts were defined as rigid bodies as presented in Figure 4. The process geometry 
dimensions adopted in this study are punch diameter 4mm; punch nose radius 0.8mm, blank diameter 10mm, rubber 
pad diameter and height 12 and 10mm respectively. Also, the holding spring used in the current technique is modelled 
with 300N/mm stiffness and it is compressed to provide an initial holder force of initial 2000N. Moreover, the friction 
coefficients at the contact interfaces are defined in the FE simulations utilizing the coulomb friction model.  
4. Experimental Setup 
The special experimental set up shown in Figure 5 was developed to conduct micro deep drawing experiments. In 
general, this device consists of two main component sets. The first set, which represents the upper movable part of the 
Fixing ring 
Punch 
Rubber pad 
Blank 
Holder 
  
device, is composed of two groups of components the first group involves upper plate, three springs, three spring 
guiders, three guide posts, solid punch and lower plate. The second one involves the main tools responsible directly of 
the micro deep drawing operation, which are blank holder, blank holder house, fixing ring and holding spring. This set 
is driven by the movable grip of the Instron 3956 machine, where the load and displacement can be acquired directly 
from the Bluehill software provided with this machine.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. The experimental apparatus 
The second set is constructed of a solid base, rubber container and rubber pad.  The main function of the three 
springs is to keep the flange portion of the blank holder in direct contact with rubber container surface during the 
drawing stroke. Therefore, these springs have a relatively high stiffness of 300 N/mm, which is enough to overcome any 
possible movement of the middle plate upward. The Surtronic 3P Taylor-Hobson roughness tester is used to measure 
the surface roughness of the components employed in the experiments. The forming rigid tools are equipped with 
surface roughness degrees of 1.41µm and 2.97µm for the blank holders and the punch respectively, whereas the SS 304 
sheets were finished with approximately 0.64µm. 
5. Experimental Procedure 
The blanks used in the micro deep drawing processes were cut from the SS 304 foils using a blanking punch-die tool. In 
order to obtain good cutting quality a clearance about 12-24% of the initial sheet thickness was adopted between the 
male-female blanking tools [18]. Before the actual forming stroke; the three springs are initially compressed provide 
sufficient supporting force for the middle plate. Thereafter, this force increases simultaneously with the drawing stroke. 
The forming procedure, shown in Figure 6a, is carried out with a positive initial gap and can be summarized in the 
following steps: Step 1: The rigid punch is moved downward just to contact the blank surface. Step 2: In this step the 
punch deform both the blank and rubber pad just through the initial gap adopted. As a result of incompressibility of the 
rubber material, a hydrostatic pressure will be generated in the rubber pad keeping the formed part of the blank in 
continuous contact with the rigid punch. Since the rubber pad is restrained inside a closed cylindrical space the resulting 
pressure pushes both the blank flange and blank holder upwards through the gap against the holding spring. Through 
this step the contact area between the blank flange and the holder decreases causing the holding force to decrease. As a 
result, the compromise between the decreasing contact area and the increasing rubber pressure is a very important 
aspect in this technique. Step 3: The final step of the drawing operation starts just when the blank holder reaches the 
fixing plate. At this moment the rubber container is completely closed a high forming load is needed to resist the high 
reaction pressure of the rubber pad. Afterwards, the rigid punch is kept moving down to finish drawing stroke. 
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Figure 6. Forming techniques with (a) positive initial gap and (b) negative initial gap 
In some cases where an initial compression is required to be established the experimental procedure illustrated 
in Figure 6b is utilized. Step 1: The rigid punch is moved downward just to contact the blank surface. Step 2: All of the 
rigid punch, blank holder and fixing plate are moved downward for the required initial compression distance (negative 
gap). This technique generates an initial pressure (pre-bulging pressure) in the rubber pad. Step 3: In this step both the 
blank and the rubber are formed by the rigid punch, producing a complete cup. An important note here is that the 
incremental increase in the forming load in this technique is higher than that obtained in the step 3 of the previous one 
because the rubber pad here is initially compressed. 
6. Results and Discussion 
Figure 7 shows cups obtained from FE simulations and experiments with blanks of 100 µm in thickness and final depth 
4 mm for no initial gap adopted. The physical cups expose well correlation with that acquired from the numerical 
models in terms of final geometrical profile. During the drawing process, the blank being formed is held at the flange 
region and the bottom as seen in Figure 6a, and consequently the cup shoulder and the upper portion of the side wall 
would undergo excessive tension conditions. Therefore, it can be observed from Figure 7b that the maximum tensile 
stresses are concentrated at these critical regions of the formed cup, while the flange region experiences high frictional 
shear stresses. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Drawn cups obtained from (a) experiment (b) simulation 
Moreover, the effect of the anisotropic behaviour of the SS304 sheet material of 100 µm in thickness is shown 
in Figure 8. In this figure, the thickness distributions of drawn cup along the rolling, diagonal 45˚ and transverse 
directions are presented. The first finding is that the bottom wall almost remains without change in thickness. The 
forming pressure is initially applied on the blank portion underneath the punch nose, and since the friction coefficient 
punch surface is relatively high, hence the frictional forces excited at this region will overcome any possible relative 
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sliding. This action implies no increasing tensile forces would generate at the bottom at which therefore no significant 
thinning occurs. The current technique allows for the blank to form as a shallow cup in the next step, and therefore the 
cup undergoes nearly the same reduction in thickness along the three different directions. Thereafter, since the cup 
becomes in direct contact with the punch nose radius, the same scenario mentioned above for the bottom region can be 
adopted thus the wall thickness remains without noticeable change at this region.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. 
Thickness 
distribution along 
rolling, diagonal 
and transverse 
directions 
The increasing friction forces at the blank 
flange cause the sheet material at this region to be 
radially swept away towards the outer periphery. 
This activity results in the cup wall goes up to higher thickness relatively at shoulder radius and significantly in flange 
region. The curves show that the maximum thinning is observed at the transverse direction (90° to the rolling direction) 
at the upper part of the cup side wall, which is contrary to the conventional deep drawing process where the maximum 
thickness reduction is usually observed at the punch nose radius. In order to compare the numerical results with that 
obtained from the experiments, Figure 9a shows a physical cup cut at rolling and transverse directions. Figure 9b 
presents a comparison between the simulation predictions and experimental results in terms of thickness distribution 
along directions aforementioned. It can be noted that the tendency of change in thickness predicted by numerical model 
match well with that given by experiments, where both results detect that the maximum thinning is at the cup side wall 
along the transverse direction. Thus, the thickness distribution along just this direction will be taken into account in the 
next sections. However, little differences in thickness between the numerical and experimental results can be observed, 
which could be due to the difficulty in manufacturing the physical tools with surface roughness result in friction 
coefficients equalling exactly to that adopted in the numerical models which are 0.1 and 0.25 at the blank-holder and 
blank-punch interfaces, respectively.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. (a) Thickness distribution along rolling and transverse directions (b) Two sections of a physical cup 
6.1 Initial Gap 
Of the most crucial parameters in the proposed micro deep drawing technique is the initial gap allocated between the 
blank holder and the adjustment ring. In order to study the influence of this parameter, different initial gaps of -100, -
50,0, 50 and 100 µm) are adopted under the same process conditions. The numerical simulation results reveal some 
variations in the geometrical profiles of the obtained cups, where increasing the initial gap results in a larger radius for 
the shoulder corner of the formed cups. Another observation is that the heights of the final cups are slightly different 
where the cup height increases by the same value of the initial gap adopted. The thickness distributions along the 
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transverse direction, which predicted by the simulations with the different gaps aforementioned are presented in Figure 
10. It can be seen that reducing the initial gaps causes an increase in thickness reduction especially at the side wall of 
the formed cup. The results detect that the maximum reduction in the side wall thickness decreases from 15.8% to 
11.9% by increasing the initial gap from 0 to 100 µm, as well as increases from 15.8% to 28% by reducing the gap from 
0 to -100 µm. The interesting attention is that the location of the maximum thinning changes from the nose radius to the 
upper part of the side wall of the final cups with reducing the initial gaps. This action can be attributed that reducing the 
initial gap exacerbates restriction on the rubber pad material. As a result of rubber compressibility, smaller gap causes 
the pressure applied by the rubber die, which is in fact regarded blank holding pressure in the current technique, on the 
blank to significantly increase. Thereby, higher tensile stresses therefore generate at the side wall and shoulder radius of 
the cup being formed during the drawing operation, resulting in an increase in thickness reduction which leads to failure 
by fracture. Therefore, it can say that formability of the workpiece can be improved by adopting higher initial gaps. 
However, it should be realized that the gap values are limited; i.e. it cannot be increased as much as we want, where the 
results reveal that adopting gap of ≥110 µm for the current case produces wrinkled parts.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Thickness distribution at transverse direction for different gaps 
On the other side, the punch load-travels results report that the punch load increases throughout the drawing 
stroke until reach the maximum value when a completed cup is obtained. Another observation is that the punch load 
value at any particular forming stage decreases with increasing the initial gap as shown in Figure 13. The results 
showed that the maximum load decreases from 3682 N with the negative gap -100 µm to 2320.7 N with no initial gap, 
and then to 2007.5 N with the initial gap 100 µm. On explanation of these results, it can be said that as the initial gap 
increases, blank and the rubber pad will have larger space to deform against just the supporting spring. This situation 
allows drawing as much as possible of the blank material into the rubber die cavity before the holder reaches the 
stationary adjustment ring. Since the area of the flange region reduces increasingly during the drawing stroke, the 
friction forces at the blank/holder and blank/rubber pad interfaces will therefore decrease leading to reduction in the 
maximum tensile stresses generated in the blank material. Consequently, the thinning and the maximum punch load will 
decrease. Figure 11 presents three physical cups produced with the initial gaps -100, 0 and 100 µm. It can be seen how 
the different initial gaps affect the final cup profiles in particular at the shoulder corner radius.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Cups formed with different initial gaps 
Figure 12 reveals a comparison between thickness distributions along the transverse direction obtained from FE 
simulations and experiments for cups formed with these gaps. Although there are little variations in thickness values at 
some locations, however the general trend of the change in predicted thickness distribution well matches with the 
experimental results.  
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Figure 12. Thickness distributions along transverse direction with different initial gaps 
Regarding the drawing load, Figure 13 illustrates comparisons between the punch load-travel relationships 
obtained from simulation and experimental work for the different gaps aforementioned. It is found that the maximum 
punch loads required for experiments are higher than those in the simulations. The differences between the drawing 
load-stroke curves could be due to the difficulty of setting friction coefficients for the experiments exactly equal to that 
adopted in the numerical models. In addition, the developed set up consists of various parts that are in direct contact 
with each other and hence the friction between them, which is not taken into account in the FE models, possibly leads to 
increasing in total load measured by the experiment machine used. The results detect that the punch loads measured 
through experiments are 9.5%, 10% and 8.1% higher than numerical results with the initial gaps 100, 0 and -100 µm, 
respectively.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13. Comparison of Punch load-travel relationships with different initial gaps 
The initial gap therefore significantly influences on the production quality of the final cups in terms of thickness 
distributions and thing values, as well as on the maximum forming load. In accordance with these results, it is found 
that owing to produce cups of similar profiles with 0.75, 1 and 1.25 aspect ratio (i.e. final depths of 3, 4 and 5mm), the 
initial gaps of -100 µm, -50 µm and 0 respectively can be adopted as shown in Figure 14. In fact, the maximum aspect 
ratio which can be achieved for the blank diameter of 10mm used in the current investigation is 1.25, where no enough 
material remaining at the flange region to produce a  free-earing cup. It is reported in a previous work [19] that it cannot 
produce SS 304 cups at micro scale with high aspect ratio; that is >1, through a conventional deep drawing process by 
using a single forming die. Thus, the aspect ratio of 1.25 achieved by adopting the proposed technique through a single 
deep drawing process using a rubber die indicates that this technique is noticeably more efficient than the conventional 
deep drawing in terms of manufacture cost and production time.        
Figure 15 reveals the thickness distributions along the transverse direction for the two groups of the cups illustrated in 
Figure 14, which are obtained from FE models and experiments. It can be seen that the maximum thinning occurs at the 
side wall along the transverse direction even for the cup drawn to 3mm depth. Unlike to the conventional micro deep 
drawing processes, the results indicate that the lowest maximum thinning is observed for the cup of 5mm final depth 
whereas the highest thinning occurs for the cup of 3mm depth. This strange action is in fact due to the initial gaps 
adopted with each case, where the where the smallest gap results in the highest thinning and the largest gap results in 
lowest thinning regardless the final depth targeted for the cups formed in the current investigation. This observation 
refers to the significant role of the initial gap on the formability of the sheet metal and on the quality of the produced 
parts. It can be deduced that the initial gap is more effective than the drawing stroke. The results show that the 
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variations in the maximum thinning between the simulation and experimental results are 2.6%, 1.89% and 2.1% with 
the aspect ratios 0.75, 1 and 1.25, respectively.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. (a) Physical cups and (b) VonMises stress distributions for cup models with different final depths 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15. Thickness distributions along the transverse direction with different drawing strokes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16. Comparison of punch load-travels relationships 
for different drawing strokes 
The punch load-travel relationships presented in Figure 16 demonstrates that higher increments in the punch 
load values throughout the entire drawing stroke are obviously observed for the curve of punch travel 3mm, in return 
(a) 
(b) 
Depth=3mm Depth=4mm Depth=5mm 
  
the lowest increments are for the curve of punch travel 5mm. However, the highest value of the maximum punch load is 
reported for the case of 5mm cup depth whereas the smallest one is for the case of 3mm stroke. This finding indicates 
that the incremental increase in the punch load is mainly affected by initial gap value and however the maximum load is 
affected by the forming stroke targeted in a particular case. The last action is attributed that a higher drawing stroke 
results in a higher hydrostatic pressure in the rubber die material which necessitates higher punch load to keep forming 
both the blank and the rubber material.  The result indicates that the numerical predictions for all cases of punch strokes 
match well with the experimental results, although the experimental curves are slightly higher than the numerical ones.  
6.2 Friction Coefficient 
One of the most crucial parameters in micro deep drawing processes is the friction coefficient between blank and 
forming tools. The friction conditions at the contact interfaces in sheet metal forming processes have a significant 
influence on the sheet formability and production quality of the formed parts. Due to the so called “size effects” friction 
coefficients play more effective role on forming results at micro scale much more than conventional scaled [20-22]. In 
the current work, the influence of friction conditions are studied through numerical simulations by using the Coulomb 
friction model with different values separately for each friction coefficient at the blank/holder, blank/rubber and 
blank/punch contact interfaces. In regard of the effect of the friction coefficient (µBH) at the blank/holder interface, the 
values 0 and 0.25 are defined for the friction coefficients at the blank/rubber and blank/punch interfaces respectively. 
Figure 17a shows the thickness distribution along the transverse direction of the formed cups acquired with different 
µBH values. As seen the curves have almost the same basic features. Also, no remarkable change can be observed in the 
thickness of the cup bottom portion for all cases, and however the differences in thinning become more distinct starting 
at the cup nose corner. It can be noticed that the maximum thinning of the products increases with increasing the 
friction coefficient µBH. The maximum reduction in thickness of the cup formed with µBH=0 is 10% at the cup nose 
corner region in return of 33% with µBH=0.2 at the cup side wall. The mechanism behind this behaviour is that as the 
friction coefficient increases, the obstructions of the frictional forces to the relative motion between the blank and its 
holder increases, resulting in excessive tensile stresses in the sheet material. These maximum tensile stresses resulted of 
µBH=0.25 exceed the ultimate tensile stress of the used SS 304 sheet metal, which cause the formed cup to break at 
drawing stroke of 2.6 mm. In addition, the results detect that the µBH slightly influence on the maximum punch load 
required where the maximum load 2088 N at µBH=0 increased to 2236 N at µBH=0.2 which means just 6.6% increase.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Figure 17. Thickness distribution along transverse direction with different values for the friction coefficients (a) µBH and (b) µBP 
On the other side, It is found that varying the friction coefficient at the blank/rubber die has no noticeable 
effect on the maximum reduction in thickness of the final parts and also on the maximum punch load. The reason of 
these findings is that the rubber material deforms instantaneously along with the sheet metal during the drawing 
operation, this activity causes the relative motion at the blank/rubber interface to be very small which implies no high 
friction forces would be excited there. Thus, it can be deduced that the influence of the friction conditions at the 
blank/rubber die interface on the micro drawing process can be neglected. In order to reveal the effect of the friction 
coefficient (µBP) at blank/punch interface, the friction coefficients µBH and µBR are defined with 0.1 and 0 respectively. 
Figure 17b shows that the very affected regions by this parameter are the bottom and the nose corner of the formed cup. 
The strange finding in this figure is that higher maximum reduction in thickness is obtained with lower friction 
coefficient (µBP=0.05). Nevertheless, the results reveal that the cup formed with µBP=0 is broken at nearly its nose 
corner portion. The reason of this behaviour is that as the friction coefficient µBP decreases the relative motion between 
the blank and the punch increases, causing the blank being formed to experience excessive tensile stresses which result 
in fracture with µBP=0. It is detected that the maximum reductions in thickness 13.6%, 3.7% and 1.7% at the cup bottom 
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and 20.6%, 8.9%, and 6.8% at the most affected part of the nose corner  are observed with µBP=0.05, 0.15and 0.25 
respectively.   
6.3 Blank Thickness 
Stainless steel 304 sheets with different thicknesses of 60 µm, 100 µm and 150 µm are in this study, which implies that 
the punch diameter to blank thickness ratios are 66.67, 40 and 26.7, respectively. In fact, this ratio significantly 
influence on the drawability of this metal sheets [20]. At the beginning, Owing to investigate the effect of the initial 
sheet thickness on the drawing process, µBH=0.1 and µBR=0 with initial gap of 50 µm are adopted. The results reveals 
that the cup formed from the sheet of 100 µm in thickness is successful and however the one with 150 µm in thickness 
is just shallow at the shoulder radius, while no successful cup can be produced with 60µm sheet thickness under the 
given conditions due to fracture, as shown in Figure 18. In order to obtain a reasonable comparison between cups 
formed from the aforementioned sheets, the final profiles of the cups should be the same and the process conditions 
therefore are changed so that µBH=0.05 and µBR=0, and the initial gaps of 60, -100 and -550 µm are adopted for the 
sheet thicknesses 60 µm, 100 µm and 150 µm, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18. Stress distribution predicted by simulation with blank thickness (tB) 
 Figure 19 demonstrates the thickness distributions along the transverse direction, obtained from FE simulations 
and experiments for cups formed with different initial thicknesses. The curves show that the bottom regions remain 
without remarkable change in thickness while the maximum thinning is found at the cup side wall for the three different 
thickness cases. It can be observed that the cup formed from the sheet of 60 µm in thickness has the best uniform wall 
thickness along the adopted path exception the flange portion that experience noticeable thickening, whereas clear 
thinning is detected at the side wall and also at the nose corner of the cups with 100 µm and 150 µm in thickness.  
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Figure 19. Thickness distributions along the transverse direction with initial blank thickness of (a) 60µm (b) 100µm and (c) 150µm 
The maximum thinning occurred for the cup with initial sheet thickness of 150 µm is the highest although it is the 
thickest one used in this study, which could be due to the high negative gap -550 µm adopted for this case. An 
important finding is that the variation between the thinning values observed for the cup wall with 150 µm initial 
thickness of is very slight compared with the other cases, which indicates that the anisotropy nature of sheet materials is 
affected by the initial thickness of the utilized sheet. The maximum reductions in thickness obtained from the numerical 
simulations are 11%, 11.48% and 16.4% in return of 14.6%, 15% and 17.9% obtained from experiments for initial 
blank thickness of 60, 100 and 150 µm respectively. Regarding the maximum punch load required to produce 
successful cups, the results indicate that the maximum load value increases significantly with the increase in initial 
blank thickness as seen in Figure 20. The numerical results reveal that the maximum punch loads required to produce 
cups with 60, 100 and 150 µm blank thickness are 1929.5, 2878 and 5158.8 N respectively.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20. Comparison of punch load-travel relationship obtained for different initial blank thicknesses 
 The important finding in this figure is that the curves referring to the initial thicknesses 100 and 150 µm start 
with particular load values 332 N and 1367 N, respectively. In addition to the influence of the initial blank thickness 
itself, the reason of this action is the negative initial gaps adopted for these cases, which cause the rubber die material to 
be compressed with an initial hydrostatic pressure that require an initial punch load to overcome. Moreover, Figure 20 
indicates that the punch load curves obtained from the experiments are slightly higher than the simulation predictions. 
The results show that the maximum loads given by experiments are 2056.1 N, 3024.6 N and 5356.8 N for the cases of 
the different initial blank thicknesses 60, 100 and 150 µm, respectively. 
7. Conclusion 
This paper presents an experimental and FE numerical study on forming micro stainless steel 304 cups by utilizing the 
technology of flexible tools. A novel technique is proposed in this work through adopting an initial gap (positive or 
negative) between the adjustment ring and the blank holder involved in the developed deep drawing system. The 
hydrostatic pressure, which is excited in the flexible die material due to the punch action, causes the blank holder to 
move up against the spring force. It was observed that the anisotropic behaviour of the SS 304 sheets has an important 
role on the quality of the formed parts in terms of wall thickness distribution along different paths with respect to the 
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rolling direction. It was found that the maximum thinning occurs at cup side wall along the transverse direction. Also, 
the results showed that reducing the initial gap causes an increase in the maximum thinning of the final products. 
Therefore, it is recommended for the thin sheets to adopt relatively big initial gaps but not more than a particular limit 
as may leads to excessive wrinkles at the shoulder corner and the flange region. Larger friction coefficient between the 
blank and the holder results in higher cup thinning at the side wall and the shoulder corner that decreases the 
formability, whereas the friction coefficient between the blank and the flexible die dose not play an important role. In 
addition, smaller friction coefficient between the blank and the rigid punch make the obtained cup thinner at the bottom 
and the nose corner. Thus, it is strongly recommended to fabricate the rigid punch with rough surface and the blank 
holder with smooth surface. As proven by this study, stainless steel 304 cups with large aspect ratio can be obtained by 
the proposed process, through a single micro deep drawing stage using flexible die. This action cannot be achieved by 
the conventional deep drawing technology unless multi stage micro deep drawing is adopted which necessitates 
different forming punch and die sets. As a result, this proposed technique will make the production of micro metallic 
cups of significantly lower overall cost and high quality.   
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